
 

If you are serious about selling you truck quickly and getting the highest value for it the following 
information and steps are very important to follow when taking pictures, be thorough and taking 
the correct and required pictures will save time. 

Thoroughly clean and detail the outside and inside of truck before taking pictures, a clean truck 
shows it was taken care of and allows for better detail. 

Take pictures outside during the middle of the day in good lighting for best results. 

Make sure to pull the truck out and away from other trucks and obstructions so you can stand 
back and get good straight on pictures, also park the truck on a good clean surface with a good 
clean background. 

Use a Good Quality Digital Camera with a Clean Lens. 

Take pictures in “Landscape Mode" (example images below) Landscape pictures creates a 
wider picture frame allowing for more of the truck to be in the picture frame, these types of 
pictures load better on equipment websites and look better in listings. 

     Portrait Mode                Landscape Mode             Rotate Smartphone for Landscape 

Take pictures of all four (4) sides of truck, make sure the Whole Truck “Bumper-to-Bumper” 
is in the picture frame with some room on the sides so the entire truck fits into the picture 
frame. 

Make sure there are no obstructions or people in the the pictures. 

Take pictures of the interior of the cab Showing the Overall Condition of the seats, floor, and 
dashboard, also take closeup pictures of the odometer showing the engine miles, engine hours, 
and PTO hours.  

Take pictures of any manufacturer identification stickers inside the drivers side door jam 
showing the VIN Number, GVWR rating, engine make and model, etc. 

Take pictures of any manufacturer identification stickers and data plates on vacuum tank, 
vacuum pump, blower, water pump, boiler, etc. 
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Take pictures of interior of any storage cabinets and toolboxes, pictures should also include 
pictures of any water pumps, jetter’s, hot water heaters, vacuum pumps, etc. 

Take pictures of interior of vacuum tank, cyclones, and bag houses. 

Open the hood on chassis and take pictures of engine from both sides of truck, also include 
closeup pictures of any identification plates on the engine that shows the engine make, engine 
model, horsepower, etc. 

Take Pictures of Any Damage so a buyer can see the true condition of the truck. 

It is a good idea to take multiple pictures at the same time incase some pictures do not come 
out well, the more pictures you can send us the better. 

Let us know if you want your company name removed from pictures, we can photoshop the 
images and remove this information if requested.  

Make sure to email or text pictures to us in their “Original Image Size” to prevent pictures from 
being to small when received. 

Pictures can either be attached to our Sell Your Truck Questionnaire on our website or emailed 
to infor@usedvacuumtrucks.com, pictures can also be sent by from your phone by texting 
them to (815) 412-5270. 

Below are good examples of different angle and types of pictures needed. 
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